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2SAFE URBAN AIR MOBILITY FOR

EUROPEAN CITIZENS

JOIN THE AURORA
PROJECT!

Become an AURORA stakeholder and help
us enhance Urban Air Mobility  in
Europe with your ideas.



AURORA (sAfe Urban aiR mObility for euRopeAn citizens) is an

EU-funded project (H2020-MG-3-6-2020 Research and

Innovation Action “Towards sustainable urban air mobility”) that

will develop and integrate safety-critical technologies to

support autonomous flight UAM in urban environments,

focusing its demonstrations primarily on emergency-related

applications. 

By facilitating the integration of UAM in a safe, secure, quiet and

green manner, AURORA proposes to pave the way towards

smarter cities and pioneering services. AURORA’s unique

multidisciplinary consortium will not only bring exciting new

technological developments, but also ensure that innovation in

UAM meets the needs of citizens and stakeholders, resulting in

services that create added value for them.

To foster adoption of UAM, AURORA will involve end-users and

relevant stakeholders in all phases of its journey. AURORA

believes in creating solutions that do not only extend and

complement current mobility systems, but more importantly

have a beneficial impact on people and society. 

Therefore, we made a selection of stakeholders that we believe

will be able to add value to the discussions and we invite you to

join us and provide us with your valuable input.

WHAT IS

AURORA?
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You will be able to join a network of

peers in Urban Air Mobility, learning

from each other's experience 

You will be the first to know

about our exciting

technological developments

You will influence important advances in safety

operations in UAM and smart city solutions

You will be a valuable

contributor to the development

of regulatory standards on urban

air mobility

.

WHAT'S IN IT FOR

YOU?

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme (H2020-MG-3-6-2020 Research and
Innovation Action “Towards sustainable urban air mobility”) under Grant
Agreement No. 101007134.

https://www.facebook.com/Aurora_uam-107181781519408
https://www.linkedin.com/company/aurora-uam
https://twitter.com/UAMAurora
http://aurora-uam.eu/

